Results related to the change of scale of the sensor and the actual measurements will be discussed in the article. Proposed by the authors of the paper, the method of visualization, performed in the measuring process, helps to ask about the process and suggests a methodology for dealing with the material stored in the silo.
Introduction
Constant development of production technology requires more and more concise information about the ongoing industrial processes. Classical methods based on key process parameters measurements are not sufficient in many cases. Significant amount of data relevant to insight of process reactors and to phenomena taking place there are required for proper control. However, installing appropriate standard measurement instrumentation on the flow rigs, sometimes of high-pressure types, demands drilling holes, e.g. invasive mounting. Such way of mounting causes weakening of vessel structure and interrupting ongoing reactions. Therefore, the need for non-invasive methods arose to allow study and monitoring of phenomena occurring in closed installations such as vessels, stirred reactors and pipelines. Example of dynamic industrial processes highly demanding for non-intrusive control and measurement instrumentation are multiphase flows.
Computer vision and processing based measurement systems have two main advantages over classical measurement tools. Firstly it enables better visualisation of physical phenomena in terms of space and time, which allows better diagnostics and secondly they are of non-invasive nature. Some of the methods utilizing visualisation techniques used for process study are based on CCD cameras image processing. These give broad information about the process. The main disadvantage of CCD cameras employment is requirement for transparent process vessel. Additionally, in real process workspace it is needed to have free access to the ongoing process (in contrast to laboratory set-ups), however it is often impossible. Usually, supporting tracking markers are needed for sequential CCD image analysis, which in turn causes a kind of intrusion into the process. Another property of this method is that it gives better results for liquid flow, though it is subject to lumination-related errors, than for dense flow of particulates, whereas it is limited only to outer layers. These issues gave rise to development of more advanced multiphase flow measurement tools. On the way to fulfilling the 'non-invasive inside visualisation' requirement the employment of medical technique -tomography was chosen. In the mid-eighties the medical diagnostics employed impedance tomography as safe and cheap tool for visualisation of performance of inner parts of human body. It turned the most of issues connected with CCD use are overtaken by tomography techniques [1, 2, 3] . The most important advance obtained with tomography deployment was that monitoring and tracking of non-transparent systems was enabled and both qualitative and quantitative information is possible in contrast to optical techniques.
Process tomography can be defined as non-invasive technique for visualisation of industrial processes taking place within closed, opaque vessels without any interruption of their structures. Tomography-aided obtained information reveals physical phenomena occurring inside devices, rigs and reactors in both industrial and laboratory scale [1, 2, 3] .
Electrical Capacitance Tomography (ECT), which is the modality employed for measurements presented in this paper, is used for solid flow measurements in pneumatic conveying [4, 5, 6, 7] , gravitational flow in silos [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] or fluidized beds [14, 15, 16, 17] .
In case of gravitational flow of friable materials, previous work enabled visualisation of material concentration changes in laboratory scale -sensor diameter did not exceed 0.2m, while in industrial applications container diameter often exceeds 0.5m. In literature was described 1m
sensor, however applied for fluidized beds analysis [17] . 
Raw data in process tomography system
The first acquired information is the so-called raw mea- 
Image reconstruction procedure
Usually, the most important step for tomographic data processing is the visualization of the process in form of 2D or 3D images performed in order to obtain valuable process-related information. The development of visualisation techniques is based on the work on advanced image reconstruction methods The inverse problem is associated with finding the distribution of certain physical property of the material given the measurements made from the outside the body. Since ECT is the applied modality here, there are electric permittivity ε based on capacitance measurement records C, is to be find. Applied 8-electrode sensor allows to obtain K=28 capacitance values
In order to obtain image of L = 704 elements (pixels), such number of elements was used in presented paper, each corresponding to distinct permittivity value, it is necessary to solve the inverse problem, e.g. obtain 704 unknown values from 28 known data records.
The relationship between capacitance values C, and dielectric constant can be presented as (1) [6, 19, 20, 22] :
where S is the Jacobian matrix, the so-called sensitivity matrix.
The most often used method for ECT sensitivity matrix determination is based on analysis of electric field inside the sensor space [19, 22] . Sensitivity maps for distinct electrode pairs (i−j) and k-element of mesh can be found using (2):
where
is a vector of electric field inside the kelement, when the active electrode is i, E presents photography of constructed inner ECT sensor, before and after mounted in silo structure.
The electrodes size was 24.7 × 24.7 cm, distance between electrodes was 2 cm. Between each pair of electrodes was mounted screen of 1 cm width. Below and above electrodes was screen of 6 cm in order to remove the influence on measurements elements located below or 
Raw data analysis
Before conducting the measurements of silo flow static test experiments were performed. For measurements LCR Meter -Agilent E4981A capacitance meter was deployed [23] . The amplitude of exciting signal was changed from 1 to 15V, however the influence of measurements capacitance changes was not noticeable for all distance between electrodes. More important aspect was influence of frequencies changes, it can be noticed that lower frequency of the exciting signal increases the range of capacitance measurements. This phenomenon is more significant for electrode pairs located in greater distance -gap between electrodes is 2, 3 or 4 electrodes, C m−m+2 (see Fig. 4(b) ).
The frequency increasing up to 1.5MHz for opposite electrodes results in very small difference between full and empty sensor, which in turn can be the reason the noise level may be higher than signal level ∆C.
Image reconstruction
In order to obtain the reconstructed image of sensor space LBP and SIRT algorithms were used. Homogeneous phantom was located inside big scale ECT sensor space ( The image reconstruction process was conducted using prepared triangular mesh (Fig. 6(a) ) with 704 elements - Results confirm the known effect presented in previous study of gravitational flow behaviour of granular material [7, 8, 9, 10, 26, 27, 28, 29] , which structure in the case of dense packing is loosened during flow. The level 
